Haymaker Shop n Save - COVID-19 Policy/Protocols:
Following discussions with Len Nosikoff, Owner, the Company will be following the below
protocols as it relates to COVID-19:
The Company stated they are committed to continuing dialogue as any matter(s) arise
and the environment/circumstances change.
· We have had the “plexi-glass” shields installed at the checkouts; they are cutting the last
piece for service counter.
· Full face shields that you provided to the members for their use
· We have face masks that will cover the employees’ nose, mouth, and chin.
· They can choose what works best for them. They can also make their own, as long as it
covers them, we are good to go.
· The shopping carts and baskets that the customers use is being “wiped down” after
every use
· Being wiped down are the door handles in frozen food on the standing upright cases.
Regardless if a customer has not even touched them, they are being sanitized.
· The restrooms also are being cleaned and disinfected 3 times daily.
· We have put the “safe distance” floor stickers at each register and we are rotating these
registers that are used, example: lane 1-3-5.... then 2-4-6. After the rotation changes,
the used space is sanitized.
· The “swipe pads” are wiped down after each customer use.
· The cashiers are provided Sani-wipes to use at their work area.
· I just order 500 individual packs from Hubert to be delivered ASAP!
· We are satisfying regulation and employee needs with what we have on hand now and
another sanitizer we are using.
· We have ordered the “floor direction” stickers for each aisle, this should help direct
customers, although it’s not “required” we thought it could only help.
· We reached out to WITT/Gateway to see what they have to offer as far as sanitizing
areas with spray they provide. I will address this with Gary from Witt as he gets back to
me.
· We know we have done what is required by state law and we certainly want to keep
monitoring that, and all protocols put in place.
· We want to thank you for working with us on these things and as always, I’m available if
you have any more concerns
· No customer is permitted in the store (or employee for that matter) without a mask. I
don’t foresee any issue with this, it will be monitored daily.
· Also, we will suggest shopping hours for our senior customers

